
INTRODUCING GIFFORD  

 

Gifford is a picture postcard conservation village, four miles south of 

Haddington in East Lothian, Scotland.  The Lammermuir Hills rise behind us 

and our vale is full of wonderful trees. 

 

The pretty church, impressive Village Hall and an 18th century Mercat Cross 

make Gifford a delightful spot to discover.  Our traditional buildings blend 

with more recent housing and buildings such as thriving Yester Primary 

school.  There are many enthusiastic gardeners here, making our streets a 

pleasure to walk through at all times of the year. 

Our lime tree lined Avenue leads up to the gates of the Yester Estate; Main 

Street meanders up to the church and the High Street runs in parallel to the 

Avenue.  Our lovely village green, named the ‘Bleachfield’ and the  

neighbouring ‘Pound’ lie in between, giving the heart of the village its 

green and spacious feel.  Since 2017, Speedy and Fawn Woods have been 

in community ownership and provide a peaceful and beautiful area to 

relax and exercise just a short walk from the centre. 

We have several shops and businesses, a garage, two pubs and two cafes 

providing for local people and visitors. 

This application has been made by four local groups and supporters.  We 

have over 25 groups and societies in total! 

We hope you enjoy reading our portfolio and look forward to meeting the 

judges soon. 

 

Gifford Community Council 

Gifford’s Community Woodland 

Gifford Horticultural Society 

Yester Estate 

 

July 2021 

 



HORTICULTURAL ACHIEVEMENTS  
Gifford Horticultural Society 

In August 2020, our annual Flower Show had 

to be cancelled but other activities were 

arranged as replacements including a Plant 

Sale on The Green, selling plants donated 

by our members, which was a huge 

success. It was the first opportunity for the 

community to meet up since Lockdown 

ended & large numbers of locals and visitors 

enjoyed the social interaction as well as the 

wide range of plants on sale. 

Gifford’s Community Woodland 

The purchase of the woods means a major green space is 

owned and kept by the community.  Although it is 

managed as a wild and natural place, horticultural and 

other skills are required to maintain is flora and 

biodiversity. 

The team has created a network of footpaths for use by 

local residents, school groups, conservation volunteers 

and visitors from across Edinburgh and the Lothians. It was 

completed in spring of 2020 and opened up parts which 

were previously inaccessible.   

By meeting the All-Ability Access Standards it enables the 

wider community to enjoy the trees and plants of the 

woodland.  Fortuitously the network was completed as 

Lockdown required everyone to stay home and stay 

local.   Our woodland truly became a much needed and 

much used resource which helped many in our 

community to maintain their wellbeing through interacting 

with nature.  

In May, GHS members were 

encouraged to share excess plants 

and seedlings via our website. 

We were very fortunate that the Woodland Trust donated 420 trees to us in the Autumn . 

In December, our volunteers came together to plant these in Speedy Wood where we 

had previously removed areas of poor quality non-native conifers.  A local landowner 

donated 25 Aspen which were also planted.   

We gave hyacinth bulbs to members  for a 

competition to grow the best bloom.  Our 

speakers chose the winners at our online 

talk in February. 

May 2020 



Our annual Tree Safety Survey was carried out in January; 79 trees were identified as 

requiring attention.  As well as this planned maintenance and removal, the weather 

brings new issues. In July, following some particularly high winds, we had to carry out 

emergency safety work on fallen branches and dead standing birch trees. And the 

heavy snowfall in January damaged several trees.  Boughs laden with snow snapped 

and were either left hanging or completely broken and on the ground blocking paths.  

We have supported some volunteers to extend their skills so that they are trained and 

licensed to carry out tree works which reduces our need to employ contractors.   

Our volunteers keep on top of some of the more basic but very necessary maintenance 

works such as clearing paths, weeding & rhododendron clearing.  We deliberately leave 

most of our cut and fallen trees on the floor of the wood, to allow fungi and smaller 

wildlife to live and grow; this helps the entire ecosystem of the woods.  

In the spring, our volunteers met fortnightly to focus on creating and bagging wood fuel 

for sale to the local community, ditching and path maintenance.   

Buck and Birch, an East Lothian based fermenter tapped a number of our birch trees to 

use in their contemporary drinks. This provided another opportunity to engage and 

inform the local community about foraging.   

Gifford Community Council 
 

Each year we provide funding for plants and a group 

of local volunteers plant up and maintain beds around 

the two welcome signs to the village.  

This is most appreciated and makes for attractive 

entrances to our village. 

Gifford is very proud of our war memorial.  

We are pleased to attract recreational 

cyclists from all over East Lothian who make 

use of the cafes in the village, but recently 

there was an issue with people sitting on the 

memorial rather than on the nearby 

benches. East Lothian Council were very 

helpful in assisting us to resolve the situation 

by creating and planting a flowerbed 

around the memorial to discourage this 

behaviour.  This was an excellent example of 

both providing a solution to a problem and 

improving the village environment.  

July 2021 



Yester Estate 

 A Core Path is maintained for the general public to enjoy the beautiful woods 

that surround the estate 

 Our Walled Gardens are opened to the general public for our events, and 

utilised for weddings  

 We contribute to arborist work within the village for the maintenance of the 

local village woodlands and surrounding parklands 

 We are reinstating the Croquet Lawns that would have been here previously 

and creating beautiful rose and ornamental gardens to surround them. They 

are open to the public to enjoy on open days . 

  We support other local charities with regards to woodland, flora and fauna. 

A July 2021 Scrapbook 



ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY  

Gifford’s Community Woodland 

In 2017, we purchased 56 acres of Ancient and Native Woodland that had suffered from 

decades of neglect. Many of our activities are focussed on understanding what lies 

within the woods and addressing much of that neglect.  We aim to protect, maintain 

and conserve its biodiversity that & have carried out a number of surveys: 

 A mammal survey utilising a camera trap in Speedy Wood during October recorded 

fox, roe deer, badger, brown hare, fox, and what looked like wood mice. Here’s a link 

to the footage which attracted news coverage and over 4,000 online views 

 We identified at least three species of bat (Common Pipistrelle, Soprano Pipistrelle 

and a Myotis bat species) with an average of 297 recordings per night suggesting a 

significant population 

 We have identified 25 types of birds, 183 species of moth, 20 molluscs, 26 mosses, 9 

liverworts, 63 lichens, 24 types of flowering plant. 

Our ongoing record of our biodiversity can be accessed here.   

In July 2020, when carrying out ditch and drainage works in 

Speedy Wood, one of our volunteers found a tropical water 

Rugose Coral fossil, the fossil would have originally grown in a 

shallow tropical lagoon, c. 340 million years ago and when 

Scotland would have lain close to the equator.  

In September we organised a socially distanced 

fundraising fungi foray through the woods. It was led by 

our Project Manager, Nev Kilkenny, who is also a 

research associate at the RBGE and a member of the 

British Mycological Society,  We have 109 type of fungus 

within our woods.   

Gifford Community Council 

The state of our footpaths and dog fouling are regular issues at our meetings. East 

Lothian Council responded to our concerns, especially with regard to overhanging 

branches and hedges being overgrown.   

We are fortunate to experience very few instances of anti-social behaviour in the 

village, but when problems that impact on the community do arise we find the local 

police very helpful in enforcing the law as appropriate.  

Graveyard space is an issue in the village as the churchyard is now full. A team from the 

village and the Council are looking at the various possible new locations (July 2021).  

As a result of feedback from local residents, a programme of repainting the lamp posts 

in the village is being undertaken (July 2021).  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3j7J3Drxtsk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18D1569EwWVssCoHI_l1JAftDKxXkPG-6/view


Gifford’s historic Bleachfield is the play and recreation park at the heart of the village.  

The sports pitch is used by local teams, the playpark is very popular with toddlers and 

young children and the picnic tables attract families from all over East Lothian and 

beyond.  The Community Council works with East Lothian Council to ensure that all the 

facilities are in a good state of repair and recently it has been necessary to replace 

some of the swings in the playpark.  Also, unfortunately, the fencing around the 

Bleachfield was in a bad state of repair so in January a team of volunteers removed the 

dangerous strands of barbed wire from the perimeter.  

In April each year the village has an organised 

litter pick, in conjunction with the local school.  

Local businesses support the initiative and the 

‘clean up’ is well attended. 

After several years of planning and organisation, speed cushions were finally installed on 

the Duns Road approach to the village in May 2021.  Addressing traffic speeding in the 

village has been a long term initiative for the Community Council. This work, funded by 

the Local Area Partnership, has involved working with East Lothian roads department to 

carry out speed surveys, plan and risk assess the speed control measures and engage 

the contractor to carry out the work.  The Community Council is now beginning to 

investigate speed control for Edinburgh Road and the risks to pedestrians using the very 

narrow pavement at the bridge over Gifford Water. 

The upkeep of the various stone walls is another issue that is raised often. Stonemasons, 

organised by East Lothian Council, spent a few days in June 2021 repairing the walls 

around the ‘Pound’ (the area of green next to the Bleachfield). 

At the request of the Community Council, the police have, on a number of occasions 

over the year, organised a ‘pop-up police station’ in the centre of the village where 

residents can approach our local officers to raise any concerns they may have.  These 

events have been well supported and also provide an opportunity for the police to raise 

awareness of the problem of speeding traffic in the village.  



Yester Estate 

 We maintain our river banks and habitat, supported by SEPA who regularly check the 

water ways and pollution levels 

 Ponds have been rejuvenated and wildlife habitat reinstated 

 Full restoration of Yester Estate house and out buildings has been undertaken 

 The historic ruins of Yester Castle are maintained and kept in safe order for all to 

enjoy.  

Our 2020-21 Scrapbook 



Gifford Horticultural Society 

A Scarecrow Trail took place over the course of a week in August (one of the activities to 

replace the Flower Show). Villagers were invited to design and make a scarecrow for 

display in their gardens; almost 40 households took up the challenge with enthusiasm 

and creative initiative. Visitors and locals enjoyed following the trail around the village 

throughout the week. Prizes were awarded to the best entries but the real success was 

the active community involvement.  Photos of the event are included in Appendix 1. 

Between September and March, we went online with   

Activities on gardening themes  

 Photography and Poetry competitions 

 Gardening Quiz on Zoom which attracted a large number of members and 

their families who enjoyed the friendly competition 

 “Gardeners Question Time” on Zoom with a panel of experts led by BBC 

presenter George Anderson.  

Illustrated talks on Zoom 

 NTS Gardens of the West of Scotland with Simon Jones  

 Tree Planting and Climate Change  

 Spring Bulbs with Stan da Prato and Beryl McNaughton 

 NTS Gardens of East Lothian and the Borders with Colin Wren. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION  

Yester Estate 

We hold an annual firework displays in support of bonfire night when we open  the main 

parkland for local people to enjoy.  Sadly this was cancelled in 2020 after successful 

events in 2018 and 2019. 



Gifford’s Community Woodland 

Since purchase, we have recognised our role as custodians of the woods for the 

community.  Our activities reflect the needs and wishes of that community.   Our 

Project Manager, aided by a growing band of volunteers from the village, has 

delivered our programmes alongside volunteering organisations such as Greenspace 

and TCV, and Lothian Conservation Volunteers.   

Volunteering 

We identify a range of tasks to engage as many people as possible in managing and 

running the woods.  

In 2020, we created a series of short videos to explain some of the tasks that can be 

done at any time as well as when formal volunteering sessions are running.  The videos 

are posted on our website and on YouTube.   

During the pandemic our formal volunteering events reduced initially, however 

through careful planning, and when allowed, we held a number of socially distanced 

volunteer sessions which were welcomed as an opportunity to get outdoors, meet 

others and do something worthwhile.   

Yester School 

Prior to the pandemic, we created learning opportunities for children from each year 

group at our local Primary.  As restrictions changed throughout the year, we were able 

to re-engage with them.  Our woodland, just a short walk from school provides a 

wonderful opportunity to engage with, and learn about, the natural world.   

Groups 

Due to the pandemic, which has limited the ability for groups to meet inside, Gifford 

Cubs have been holding their meetings in the woodland.  This has been particularly 

popular and enabled them to start meeting again whilst carrying out woodland 

centred activities.   

Pencaitland Brownies use the woods as part of their programme of activities. The 

Pencaitland Guides visited in October to carry out some work towards their 

conservation badge (organised by the conservation charity, The Green Team) 

In June 2021, as the weather improved, and school syllabus allowed, our work with 

Yester Primary School increased providing opportunities to put up tents, investigate 

wildlife, play games and forage ahead of  a camp-fire lunch.  

Friends 

Launched in June 2020, 

applications from residents 

flowed in providing confirmation 

that our efforts were truly 

welcomed and recognised by 

our key stakeholders.  Our 

woods have become a haven 

for local residents, a place to 

walk, to contemplate, meditate 

and exercise.   

April 2021 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zloosC5Hz1A
https://www.greenteam.org.uk/


Gifford Community Council 

 Throughout the pandemic the Community Council has organised a ‘Soup and a 

Smile’ initiative, supporting vulnerable elderly residents by providing visits to their 

homes with lunchtime soup and a scone once a week.  With the generous support of 

one of the local hotels we were able to extend this service to a fish and chips lunch 

on a couple of occasions. At its peak, ‘Soup and a Smile’ supported 30 local residents 

and the feedback from recipients and their families has been very rewarding. 

 December is normally very busy with a variety of Christmas celebrations and for the 

last three years we have organised a ‘Switch on’ of our Christmas tree lights.  

Although Covid has somewhat restricted things in 2020, we still held a number of 

events, including a competition for best dressed Christmas lights that was 

enthusiastically supported by local shops and residents.   

 The Community Council supports the village ‘Lunch Club’ and each year they have a 

Christmas Lunch. This year, we were able to give each of the members a locally 

grown heather plant and the Horticultural Society provided bulbs for everyone to 

enjoy.    

Community 

During the first lockdown, local children painted pebbles and placed them around 

the footpaths to create added interest for other youngsters.   

In August, a Bear Hunt was created by local people.  Cut out boards painted with 

characters such as Paddington, Yogi and Baloo bear were placed around the 

woods.  Following various social media posts, the story of the Bear Hunt was picked up 

by the East Lothian Courier.  Young families from around the region came to see the 

bears and discover our community woods. 

 

 

September 2020 



Gifford’s Community Woodland 

Through a variety of fundraising activities, including community-based events, a 

community appeal and grant funding, Gifford Community and Land Company 

(GCLC) raised more than £290,000 across a 12-month period and purchased the 

woods on April 12th, 2017.  These funds sustained our first three years of operations. 

The Friends of Gifford Woods was created to bring together those who wish to 

connect with the woods and provide one-off or regular financial support.  Since its 

inception in June 2020, we now have 72 Friends providing a regular, unrestricted 

income of £10,000 per annum.   

Haddington & Lammermuir Area Partnership contributed over £5,000 towards our 

tree safety work.  

Following a successful Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) bid, from July 2021 we can 

continue our protection, conservation and maintenance work.  It will also enable us 

to develop our education work for a wider audience, engaging groups from some 

of our more disadvantaged communities to understand more about nature, wildlife 

and the life of our ancient woodland.   

The HLF grant has enabled us to grow our team with the recruitment of a part time 

Administrator and a part time Project Manager. Recruitment and selection 

processes are currently ongoing, and it is anticipated that by the end of July we will 

be able to confirm those who will be assisting the charity to continue its award-

winning work.   

FUNDING AND SUPPORT  



 
FUTURE PLANS  

Gifford Horticultural Society 

 Eight village gardens will be open to visitors in July 2021 under the Scotland’s 

Garden Scheme. 

 With the cancellation of the Flower Show again, GHS have arranged 

“Gifford’s Garden Festival” in its place for August. Among the activities will 

be the Scarecrow Trail, a children’s flower pot competition and a window 

box competition (with GHS constructing boxes for anyone who would like to 

enter but lacked a box—61 boxes had been made by June).   

 Planning is underway for our next Winter programme of talks etc.—hopefully 

back in the Village Hall!  We are discussing the 2022 Show; again, fingers 

crossed for back to our usual event. 

Gifford Community Woodland 

Following our successful Heritage Lottery Fund bid, we are developing a plan for 

the next three years to include maintenance works as well as an education and 

engagement programme. 

Gifford Community Council 

In February, we were asked to participate in the national initiative to plant a cherry 

tree in a prominent place in the village to act as a symbol of reflection and hope for 

all those that had lost their lives in the pandemic. East Lothian Council supported the 

initiative and an appropriate location has been found for three cherry trees. 

Through our annual meetings cycle, we will continue to respond to local issues and to 

support community events and initiatives. 

Yester Estate 

We have a 10 Year Forestry Plan which will be actioned to introduce the native 

trees back into the local area and maintain the existing woodlands. 



 
Appendix 1 

August 2020 


